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The given below is the link of a reference material on computer software. Study the link and
answer the given questions.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MWhxJzF8kcSONKgkAdbKtBk1Y2uaYPeU/view?usp=sha
ring
1) Answer the following questions:
a) What is computer software? List its two major types.
b) What is system software? List its types.
c) What is operating system? Give examples of popular operating system.
d) What is device driver?
e) What is application software? Differentiate between packaged software and customized
software.
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1. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions given below:
“This show is fast and the stunts are fantastic. It’s so much better than the film! When the plane
crashes into the water and explodes, you can feel the heat on your skin!” says David, aged 14,
living in Toronto, Canada.
Fourteen-year-old David is describing ‘Water world’, a show at Universal Studios, Hollywood,
one of the four big theme parks in Los Angeles. His comments appear on a website where park
visitors talk about the rides and shows.
There is a lot of competition between the parks. Each one tries to make their rides and shows
more and more exciting, which is why people sometimes say that the shows are often more fun
than the films!
Universal Studios Hollywood is a working film studio, a role that goes back to the early days of
Hollywood. Within its gates, the rich heritage of films of the past and all the stars and
excitement of today’s Hollywood truly comes alive.
Universal Studios Hollywood is huge. There are live shows, rides, restaurants, shops and
exhibitions where visitors can look at the props used in films. The rides are based on popular
films such as Back to the Future, Jurassic Park and The Terminator.

Visitors can take tours to see where films and television shows are made. They can also find out
how the studio makes rainstorms, snow and fog.
The first-timer favourite is the tram tour, during which you can experience the parting of the
Red Sea, an avalanche, a snowstorm, and a flood; meet a nine-meter-tall King Kong; be attacked
by the killer shark of Jaws fame; survive an all-too-real simulation of an earthquake that
measures 8.3 on the Richter scale, complete with collapsing earth’; and come face to face with a
scary Egyptian mummy.
The trams have audio and video systems and the guided trip circles the 415-acre complex all day
long. This tram ride is usually the best place to start, since it is on the lower level of the park.
Advertisements for Universal Studios Hollywood say that this is ‘where everything that happens
in the films happens to you’.
Anyone who has dropped down the 24-metre waterfall at the end of the Jurassic Park ride might
agree that this is true!
i. Answer these questions:
1. What does David find better than a film? Why does he feel so?
2. How has the competition between the theme Parks benefitted the people?
3. How can visitors enjoy at Universal Studios?
4. What do advertisements say about Universal Studios, Hollywood?
ii. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words from the above text:
1.
2.
3.
4.

______ is a place where everything that happens in the films happens to you.
______ is one of the four big theme parks in Los Angeles.
______ try to make their rides and shows more and more exciting.
______ have audio and video systems.

The End.

